Area described as the ‘FOG ZONE’ in the Coastal Fire Centre
The area known as the West Coast Fog Zone is a band of land two kilometres wide that runs from Owen Point
near Port Renfrew to the district boundary of Port Hardy.
The Fog Zone is science based, and is based on the fuel types, common weather patterns and future predictions.
The Fog Zone was recognized as having a different climate (marine). In 2009, the Coastal Fire Centre defined
the area so that it could be identified on maps, could be legally defined for prohibitions, and could be better
described to the public.
The idea of the Fog Zone was to clearly define the area so that when prohibitions were put in place this region
could be excluded or included as conditions dictated. Prior to the drawing of this boundary campfires were
prohibited within forest district boundaries and the area was not distinguished as separate or different when a
prohibition went into place. This area is normally bathed in sea fog and has showers throughout the spring and
summer months, resulting in a markedly different ecosystem.
Since this area is subject to frequent and heavy fog, it tends to be wetter and generally has lower wildfire risks than
surrounding areas. This does not mean that a prohibition will not, or cannot be enacted in this area but it is an area that
is often excluded from a prohibition as due to damp conditions it is at a lower risk for wildfire. In 2015, however, a
campfire prohibition did extend to the ‘fog zone’.
For current information on prohibitions go to: http://bcwildfire.ca/hprScripts/WildfireNews/Bans.asp
In the Coastal Fire Centre the attached map depicts the fog zone based upon the following description.
The West Coast Fog Zone includes all land running inland 2 kilometres from a line commencing at:














Owen Point near Port Renfrew and continuing north past Cape Beale to Hissin Point, then;
across Alberni Inlet to Chup Point to exclude the headwaters of Alberni Inlet, then;
following the shoreline around Toquart Bay to Ucluelet and Tofino, then;
north to Opitsat IR, Robert Point and Kraan Head to exclude the inner waters of Clayoquot Sound, then;
along Catface Mountain to Clifford Point then across Millar Channel to McNeill Peninsula to exclude the
inner waters of Herbert Inlet, then along the west coast of Flores Island to the northern boundary of Flores
Island Provincial Park, then;
across Sydney Inlet to the northern end of Hot Springs Cove to exclude the inner waters of Shelter and Sydney
Inlets, then along the shoreline through Boat Basin Harbour and Estevan Point to Burdwood Point, then;
across the entrance to Nootka Sound to Friendly Cove to exclude the inner waters of Nootka Sound including
Tahsis and Gold River then north along the shoreline of Nootka Island to Garden Point, then;
across Esperanza Inlet to Leading Hill to exclude the inner waters of Zeballos, Espinosa and Port Eliza Inlets,
then north to Rugged Point, then;
across Kyuquot Channel to Union Island then north to the narrows of Crowther Channel and across to Surprise
Island and to Guillod Point to exclude the inner waters of Kyuquot Sound, then;
west through McKay Cove to Malksope and Ououkinsh Inlet to Brooks Peninsula Provincial Park, then;
around Brooks Peninsula Provincial Park to Klaskish Inlet and along the shoreline north to Cliffe Point, then;
north across Quatsino Sound to Nordstrom Cove to exclude Holberg and Neroutsos Inlets, then west to Winter
Harbour and San Josef Bay to Cape Scott Provincial Park, then;
around Cape Scott Provincial Park and the northern end of Vancouver Island to Shushartie Bay then east along
Goletas Channel ending at the boundary of the District of Port Hardy.

